ABSTRACT As a vital measure to obtain valuable information and intelligence, web news are flooding all corners of the Internet anytime, anywhere. Traditionally, templates or hand-designed features are utilized to extract the content from web pages, but these models have higher time cost and lower extensibility. Recently, many scholars leverage DOM-tree-based or text-density-based models to extract the contents which have better extensibility and lower time cost, but most of them are hard to extract the content accurately and completely and are easy to introduce the noises. In this paper, we propose a title-based web content extracting model TWCEM to extract the contents of each web page, which leverage the title information to extract the web content. Compared with other extraction model, TWCEM can filter the noises effectively and locate the content positions more accurately. In this experiment, we evaluate the proposed model on real-life websites, and TWCEM achieves state-of-the-art results and outperforms its competitors on both extraction performance and time cost.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of the Internet, more than ten millions of news are published, uploaded and shared every day, and the news websites have already become a vital measure for people to obtain concerned information. For example, CNN news is visited about 95 million times every month, and the top 5 most popular news websites and their estimated unique monthly visitors are shown in Table 1 . 1 Many researchers want to collect a large amount of news to analyze the contents and then obtain valuable information and intelligence, for example, the high-cleaned input information will improve the quality of news summarization effectively [1] , [2] . But for each news page, the corresponding contents are embedded in a HTML document which includes lots of noises [3] , e.g., navigation panels, advertisements, related news links and etc. 2 Initially, many scholars proposed various methods which leverage templates and hand-designed features to extract the news pages [4] , e.g., Crescenzi and Mecca et al. [5] and Arocena and Mendelzon et al. [6] leverage the hand-designed features to extract web information which will cost a large amount of time to design features and are hard to be applied in other domains. Soderland [7] and Laender et al. [8] trained latent web features with hand-labeled documents, however labeling documents requires a lot of manpower, all of which are hard to be applied on large-scale information extraction. RoadRunner [9] and NET [10] , leverage template to extract the features which have strong constraints on web page structures.
Recently, DOM-tree-based extraction models [11] - [13] are proposed which leverage the structure of HTML documents to locate the position of correct information. For example, Cai et al. [14] introduce the vision page segmentation with DOM-tree to extract the content, and Zheng et al. [15] propose an improved method which considers each item in the DOM-tree as a visual block. Compared with template-based models, the DOM-tree-based extraction models achieve competitive results but they need stable web structure which are not suitable for the complex and various web environment. To address the issues, content-based models are proposed which omit the structure of web page and utilize the text features to extract contents. CETR [16] and CEPR [17] utilize the HTML tag ratio and path features to extract news content, respectively. MCSTD [18] leverages maximum continuous sum of text density methods to extract web contents which can collect the correct content with high-density property. All the content-based extraction models have good performance and high extensibility, but are easy to miss some crucial contents and introduce many noises e.g., navigation panels, advertisements, related news links etc. Hence, the key point is how to use the document features to extract the contents in a comprehensive and accurate way.
In this paper, we propose a title-based web content extracting model, namely TWCEM, which leverages the title to locate the position of news contents. A sketch of the model framework is provided in Figure 2 . Distinct from existing models where title features are under-represented, TWCEM leverages title-based features which can filter the noises in web pages and collect correct contents effectively. Besides, the LCS algorithm is utilized to locate the start and end positions simultaneously, which can decrease the time cost.
1) CONTRIBUTIONS
To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose a novel title-based model TWCEM to extract the content of each web page which can filter the noises effectively and locate the content position more accurately.
• Compared with other models, content recognition algorithm is proposed to locate the start and end content positions simultaneously, which can improve the precision of information extraction and decrease the time cost.
• We experimentally evaluated the proposed model on real-life web pages, and TWCEM outperforms its competitors on both extraction effectiveness and time cost.
2) ORGANIZATION
We discuss and analyze the related work in Section II and then introduce our model, along with the model analysis in Section III. Afterwards, experimental studies and results analysis are presented in Section IV, followed by conclusion and future work in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Web Information Extraction (WIE) is first proposed on an automatic content extraction evaluation conference which aims to extract structured and semi-structured data from news pages [19] . In this section, we introduce several related works [4] , [20] published in recent years which obtain the stateof-the-art results. According to different extraction mechanisms, we divide these models into two parts: rule-based web information extraction and feature-based web information extraction.
A. RULE-BASED WEB INFORMATION EXTRACTION 1) HANDCRAFTED WEB INFORMATION EXTRACTION
Handcrafted WIE models, e.g., Minerva [5] , Web-OQL [6] , W4F [21] , XWRAP [22] and etc., leverage the hand-designed features to extract web information where the users need to master profound programming skills, have a good knowledge of dataset and output formats, and understand each extraction rule. As a consequence, these models can extract the information precisely in a special domain. But, obviously, these models need high time cost to construct, and due to the poor extensibility they are hard to be applied in other domains.
2) SUPERVISED WEB INFORMATION EXTRACTION
Supervised WIE, e.g., WHISK [7] , DEByE [8] , SoftMealy [23] , SRV [24] , PPWIE [25] , [26] and etc., utilize the hand-labeled documents to train the latent features, and then these latent features are leveraged to extract news contents from web pages. Compared with handcrafted WIE, supervised WIE systems own higher extensibility and need less programming skills. But it is obvious that these models need large-scale professional annotation and it is hard to apply them on open information extraction.
3) SEMI-SUPERVISED WEB INFORMATION EXTRACTION
IEPAD [27] , OLERA [28] , Thresher [29] and etc., which are typical semi-supervised WIE systems, leverage handlabeled training datasets to learn extraction rules. Compared with supervised WIE, semi-supervised WIE systems need lower annotating work which can improve the effectiveness. However, due to the constrain of prior knowledge, these models are not suitable for other application domains.
4) UNSUPERVISED WEB INFORMATION EXTRACTION
Unsupervised WIE systems, e.g., RoadRunner [9] , EXALG [30] , DeLa [31] , DEPTA [32] and NET [10] , consider that similar web pages have similar structures. Hence the key point in unsupervised WIE is to detect an original and common template for each website. However, in practice, these models turn out to be limited, because we need to extract contents from more than ten thousands of websites, if there are any changes in any websites, the template will extract wrong contents.
B. FEATURE-BASED WEB INFORMATION EXTRACTION
Recently, apart from rule-based web information extraction models, there are several models which utilize feature-based algorithms to extract the information in each web page.
1) DOM-BASED EXTRACTION MODELS
DOM-based extraction models [11] - [13] leverage the structure of HTML documents to locate the position of correct information. These models can remove the noises, e.g, advertising and hyper-link groups, effectively. Nevertheless, the establishment of DOM-tree has a high requirement for the HTML. Especially, the construction and traversal of the tree have high time complexity, besides the tree traversal method also differs depending on the HTML tags.
2) VISION-BASED EXTRACTION MODELS
The basic idea of vision-based extraction models [14] , [15] , [33] is that the core information in each HTML is displayed with significant position or style which can be used to extract news content. Cai et al. [14] , first introduce the vision page segmentation with DOM-tree to extract news pages.
Zheng et al. [15] propose an improved method which considers each item in the DOM-tree as a visual block. A series of visual features in each block is composited to evaluate the importance of each item. Wang et al. [33] utilize machine learning methods to combine visual features which have good generalization performance, but have high time and memoryspace complexities.
3) BLOCKING-BASED EXTRACTION MODELS
CETR [16] utilizes the HTML tag ratio to extract news contents which has good performance and high extensibility. CEPR [17] leverages path features to measure the importance of each node, and then the contents in important nodes are VOLUME 6, 2018 regarded as correct news content. Besides, CEPR utilizes Gaussian smoothing method to weight the tag path edit distance which improves the time cost and reduces content extraction performance. However, CEPR will miss critical information when the block distribution function has more than one sudden changing point. MCSTD [18] utilizes maximum continuous sum of text density methods to extract web content which can collect the correct contents with highdensity property.
4) OTHER EXTRACTION MODELS
CETD [34] combines DOM-tree and text density to extract news content which achieve good performance. CLG [35] utilizes the DOM tree to train a machine learning model and then uses a grouping technology to further filter out noisy data. CCB [36] leverages content code vector to judge whether a block is meaningful or not. Compared with rule-based information extraction models, feature-based models [37] have higher precision and better extensibility which can be applied on on-line information extraction systems effectively. But all the above feature-based models have high time complexity and miss important information when the text distributions are frequently changed. In next section, we propose a novel title-based extraction model which can extract the web information efficiently, and locate the start and end positions accurately.
III. TITLE-BASED WEB NEWS EXTRACTION MODEL
Given a web news set D in HTML format, a document d, d ∈ D. Our model aims to extract the correct news content c and removes the noises, e.g., navigation panels, advertisements, related news links etc. We propose a title-based Web content extracting model, namely TWCEM, which can filter the noises in web pages and collect correct contents effectively. In this section, we first process the HTML parsing and then extract the title of each document. Finally, the title features are leveraged to extract news contents.
A. HTML PARSING
Before processing, we first need to remove the extra tags and identifiers with Regular Expression (RE), and the procedure can be seen in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 HTML Parsing
Input: HTML document d. Output: Candidate text contents c.
First, we remove the contents between (1) tags < script > and < /script >, (2)tags < style > and < /style >, which denotes the asynchronous request information and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) in HTML, respectively. In addition, the annotations, blanks and special characters should also be removed in the documents. Finally, all the tags which can be described as < . * ? > are removed and text contents are reserved. After preprocessing, we can obtain the pure text content with lots of noises.
B. TITLE EXTRACTION
Title is a summarization of news contents and has strong semantic correlation with the news contents. Hence it is pivotal to extract titles from HTML documents which can be leveraged to extract corresponding news contents. In most cases, a title can be easily captured, because the position of the title in HTML is relatively static, e.g., hyperlink tags, meta tags of DOM-tree and so forth. In our model, we utilize both hyperlink and DOM-tree to extract the correct title.
1) HYPERLINK-BASED TITLE EXTRACTION
For each web news page, under most circumstances, it is easy to obtain the URL and corresponding description information from the home page, and the description information can be regarded as the candidate title. If the description information is missing or consists of abnormal characters, we leverage the information included in the web page to extract the title.
2) HTML-BASED TITLE EXTRACTION
In a HTML document page d, we first convert d into a DOMtree where non-leaf and leaf nodes denote tags and contents, respectively. Hence, the processing of HTML documents can be achieved through the operation of the DOM-tree. Firstly, we leverage DOM-tree to extract the meta title m t in tag < meta >; secondly, the DOM-tree is utilized to capture candidate titles c t in head tags < hi > 3 , where i = 1, 2, · · · , 6; thirdly, we calculate the similarity between meta title and candidate titles with Edit Distance (Levenshtein Distance) [38] , and the candidate title with the minimum edit distance is chosen as the correct title.
Formally, for an extracted meta title m t = {m 1 , · · · , m i ,
where the subscripts i and j denote the i-th and j-th characters in m t and c t , respectively, l 1 and l 2 denote the length of m t and c t , respectively. The edit distance between m t and c t can be described as
where 
C. CONTENT EXTRACTION
After extracting the title, we leverage the results of title extraction to extract news contents. For any available URL with a title, the procedure of content extraction can be divided into three parts. We first obtain the HTML document and remove the noises with HTML processing tools, and then segment the initial content with segmentation algorithm, along with Cblock extraction. Afterwards, forward and reverse positioning algorithms are leveraged to extract the contents.
Definition 1 (Row):
In the HTML document, we leverage \n to divide news content, and the content between any two \n denotes a row. 
Definition 4 (Length of Cblock L C ):
For each Cblock, the length of Cblock L C is the number of characters where the invalid characters are removed, e.g., \t and space character.
Definition 5 (Cblock Distribution Function f Cblock (row)): For f Cblock (row), x-axis denotes the row number, and y-axis denotes the the length of Cblock.
1) PREPROCESSING
Similar to title extraction, we remove the noises and ineffective information in HTML document, and then obtain the Ctext. Then, as input, the Ctext is put into the segmentation algorithm to extract valid Cblocks.
2) BLOCK SEGMENTATION
For the purpose of extracting news contents, we need to segment the Ctext and obtain the Cblocks. Because the Ctext i with short contents often consists of navigation tabs, firstly, we filter the Ctext i with length smaller than δ 1 , where δ 1 denotes the minimum effective length of Ctext i . Then, after analyzing a large amount of news contents, we find that the number of punctuations in news content is much larger than the number of punctuations in other blocks, hence we also filter the Ctext i whose number of punctuations is less than δ 2 , where δ 2 denotes the smallest number of punctuations contained in each effective Ctext i . The Block segmentation pseudo is shown in Algorithm 3. 13 
L LCS ← LCS(CCL[i], t);
we calculate the LCS between C and t from front to back, and
If the result L LCS in position i is larger than the threshold δ 3 at the first time, where δ 3 denotes the smallest number of same words contained in both title and news content. We consider that position i is the start position of the news contents. Identically, we find the end position of the news content from back to front. The contents between start and end positions are regarded as the news contents. In practice, we locate the start and end positions simultaneously, which can decrease the time cost and enhance the extracting performance.
D. ANALYSIS
Compared with other extracting models, our system has higher accuracy and lower time cost. In detail,
• Compared with text DOM-tree-based models [34] which are hard to find correct information when the structures of web pages are complex and variable. TWCEM can omit the complex analytical procedure and capture the news contents directly.
• Compared with text-density-based models [17] , [18] which miss critical information when the Cblock distribution function f Cblock (row) has more than one sudden changing points. TWCEM utilizes the title to locate the start and end positions which extract overall efficacious information in web pages.
• Besides, due to the calculation of the correlation between title and contents, TWCEM also can capture the correct information and filter the noises on various situations, as the web page may only include pictures (videos) information, or the web page may include a larger amount of invalid texts when compared with the correct contents.
• TWCEM owns lower time complexity and higher performance compared with other models, furthermore, utilizing the LCS algorithm on the start and end position simultaneously can decrease the time cost effectively.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, our model, TWCEM, is evaluated and compared with several other models which have been shown to achieve competitive extraction performance.
A. DATA SETS AND PERFORMANCE METRICS
TWCEM is an on-line system which was run on a standard ThinkServer, the detail software and hardware configurations are shown in Table 2 . Since no training is required, all the web pages in each corpus are considered as the test data. 
1) DATA SETS
Three datasets are leveraged to verify the performance of TWCEM, which are the CleanEval dataset from CETR [16] , news dataset from news websites and Microblog dataset from blogs and forums. In detail,
• CleanEval Dataset [39] . CleanEval includes various components of each web page, e.g., identifying lists, paragraphs and titles which are leveraged to verify the performance of information extraction task. Besides, CleanEval contains 723 English and 714 Chinese news which can verify the robustness of different models.
• News Dataset. News dataset contains diverse web news from 8 different English and China news websites: NY Post, Suntimes, BBC, NYTimes, Yahoo, China daily News, Sina News, and Xinhuanet. Each website includes 50-300 web pages which are chosen randomly.
• Microblog DataSet. Notice that information extraction technology for one application domain is difficult to be reused into another different application domain [40] . In order to verify the re-usability of TWCEM algorithms, we selected 600 Weibo web pages which contains short contents for experiment and analysis. The 600 Weibo web pages were from Tencent Weibo, Sina Weibo, and Sohu Weibo, with 200 test pages each. We show the detailed information of data sets in Table 3 . 
2) PERFORMANCE METRICS
Following CETR [16] , we utilize precision (Prec), recall (Rec) and F-measure (F1) to evaluate the performance of news content extraction, which are shown as follows:
Precision + Recall where S e denotes the set of extraction results and S l denotes the set of hand-labeled results.
3) IMPLEMENTATION
For parameter setting, we selected the parameter δ 1 among {δ 1 |0 < δ 1 < 10, δ 1 ∈ N}, the parameter δ 2 among {δ 2 |0 < δ 2 < 10, δ 2 ∈ N}, the parameter δ 3 among {δ 3 |0 < δ 3 < 10, δ 3 ∈ N}, where N denotes natural number set. The optimal configurations were δ 1 = 4, δ 2 = 1 and δ 3 = 2 on CleanEval dataset; δ 1 = 4, δ 2 = 1 and δ 3 = 2 on News dataset; and δ 1 = 2, δ 2 = 1 and δ 3 = 1 on Microblog dataset.
B. EVALUATIONS 1) EXPERIMENTS RESULTS
The results are shown in Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6 where the best results are marked in bold and the second ranked results are marked in underlined. From the tables, we can see that
• For F1-score results, on almost all of the dataset, TWCEM achieves state-of-the-art results, especially on Sina News dataset, the value of F1-score is up to 97.59%. Besides, the average results is up to 89.96% which can prove the performance of our model.
• Comparing News datasets with Microblog datasets, the News datasets which include long contents have higher F1-score. The direct reason is that News datasets contain continuous long Cblock which can be easily recognized. Besides, compared with News dataset, Microblog datasets contain limited contents and more noises which makes it hard to locate the position of correct contents.
• On both long and short contents, compared with other models, TWCEM can extract the correct contents more accurately which can prove that leveraging titles to locate the content position can improve the accuracy and robustness effectively. Specifically, on Tencent Weibo, the F1-score is up to 83.06% which achieves an improvement of 37.6% over the top-2 model CETR.
• For recall results, CETR achieves the best results, the direct reason is that CETR leverages tags ratio with cluster algorithm to extract contents which collects the contents with lower tags ratio, but it is hard to filter the noises in HTML documents effectively.
• Compared with other baselines, TWCEM also achieves state-of-the-art precision results, on NYTimes and NYPost datasets, the values are up to 99.15% and 98.89%, respectively. The outstanding performance makes it easy to be applied on open information extraction.
2) PARAMETER ANALYSIS
In addition, we also analyze influence of different values of δ 1 , δ 2 and δ 3 on different dataset, and the results are shown in Figure 3 , from which we can observe that
• In Figure 3 (a), on CleanEval and News datasets, when δ 1 = 4, TWCEM achieves state-of-the-art F1-score. On Mircoblog dataset, TWCEM achieves the best F1-score when δ 1 = 2. The direct reason is that Mircoblog dataset includes relatively smaller and more trivial contents than other datasets, hence the filter of δ 1 can remove the effective content easier.
• On all datasets in Figure 3 (b), TWCEM obtains outstanding F1-score when δ 2 = 1, which can prove that the attribute of including punctuations or not is a pivotal evaluation index to extract news contents.
• In Figure 3 (c), TWCEM obtains the best F1-score when δ 3 = 2 on CleanEval and News datasets and δ 3 = 1 on Mircoblog dataset, That is to say, compared with long news content, short mircoblog websites need less information to locate the content position. VOLUME 6, 2018 
C. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
To compare the time and memory-space complexity of different models, we illustrate the average times of information extraction on each dataset in Table 7 . From Table 7 , we observe that
• Compared with other baselines, TWCEM model has obvious advantage on time costs. Specifically, the average time of our model is 0.34 which is only one third of the time cost on model CEPR, which can make our model to be applied on large-scale information extraction more easily.
• Compared with news dataset, on all models, the time cost on Microblog dataset is much lower, and the average time is only 0.19 on Sohu Weibo. The direct reason is that the News in Microblog only contain short-text contents with lower number of Cblocks, hence these models only need to spend lower time to segment the contents.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel title-based information extraction model TWCEM to extract the contents of each web page which can filter the noises effectively and locate the content positions more accurately. We verify the proposed model on various real-life web pages, and TWCEM achieves state-of-the-art results on both extraction effectiveness and time cost.
We will explore the following future works:
• Besides the title information, the news content also can be leveraged to calculate the correlation between different Cblocks which can improve the precision of location.
• For the websites with different languages, we will set adaptive preprocessing measure to extract the news pages which can also improve the performance of the extraction. 
